
HOUSE No. 303

Bill accompanying the petition of Charles F. Bowers and another
that mutual insurance companies be permitted to transact the same
kinds of business as stock companies. Insurance. January 7.

AN ACT
To enable Domestic Mutual Insurance Companies to trans-

act More than One Kind of Business.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Court assembled, and by the authority of the
same, as follows:

1 Section 1. Mutual insurance companies may be
2 organized for one, several, or all of the purposes set
3 forth in chapter five hundred and seventy-six of the acts
4 of the year nineteen hundred and seven, section thirty-
-5 two, and the amendments thereto. Every such company
6 shall be organized in the manner and shall be subject to
7 the laws and regulations specified in chapter five hundred
8 and seventy-six of the acts of the year nineteen hundred
9 and seven, and in the amendments thereof, relating to

10 mutual fire insurance companies, so far as the same may
11 be applicable, except that for every one hundred thou-
-12 sand dollars required as capital stock of companies
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13 organized under the stock plan, there shall be subscribed
14 not less than five hundred thousand dollars of insurance
15 in not less than two hundred separate risks upon property
16 located in this commonwealth.

1 Section 2. Domestic mutual insurance companies now
2 transacting any one kind of business may also transact
3 other kinds of business enumerated in section thirty-two
4 of chapter five hundred and seventy-six of the acts of the
5 year nineteen hundred and seven and amendments
6 thereto, if there is then insured not less than five hundred
7 thousand dollars of insurance in not less than two hun-
-8 dred risks ■within the commonwealth for each one hundred
9 thousand dollars of capital stock required of companies

10 organized on the stock plan to transact such additional
11 kinds of business.

1 Section 3. From time to time the directors of a
2 mutual insurance company may, by vote, fix and deter-
-3 mine the percentages of dividend or expiration return of
4 premium to be paid on expiring policies, ■which percent-
-5 ages may in their discretion be different for policies
6 insuring one kind of business, as defined by section thirty-
-7 two of chapter five hundred and seventy-six of the acts
8 of the year nineteen hundred and seven or any amend-
-9 ments thereto, from policies insuring other kinds of

10 business of the same term, but policies insuring one kind
11 of business in this commonwealth shall have an equal rate
12 of dividend or return of premium and in case of an assess-
-13 ment the rate thereof may be different for policies of one
14 kind of business from that on policies insuring other kinds
15 of business.
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